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1. Thinking creatively
Digital marketing requires you to think out of the box and be innovative. People's preferences change after time and 
professional digital marketing experts must produce effective product launches with perfect designs and must find new 
channels for the promotion of products and content.
2. Analytical Reasoning must be strong
Digital marketing requires the interpretation of data to make decisions. If a digital marketing expert does not know 
about the data, it would end in wasting money and time.
3. Steps to learn digital marketing
Step 1: learn from professionals
The easiest and the best way of learning digital marketing is through learning from professionals. How the 
professionals do it and by watching them how they are interpreting data. This approach is helpful, and you will be 
having huge learning and will start getting better results.
You must know who are the most influencers in the industry. In this way, you will study the principles that are applied 
by the top professionals and you can also apply them, to become a digital marketing expert. 
This will be done in a way:
a) Make a list of 20 top professionals and study your industry i.e. affiliate marketing etc.
b) Follow top SEO experts on social media and analyze their techniques
Step 2: follow experts on social media
When you start following the experts on different social media channels, then start listening to their approach, the 
content they share, what is their design schema, which color they use in branding, what is their style of presenting, 
how they share, and what language they use?
All the steps would be effective and helpful for you in building up your skills.
Step 3: Started working to create credibility
The step is the most important and it is a way of getting people’s attention.
1. Blog commenting
2. Following on social media
3. Giving good ideas
4. Contributing to other people blogs
5. be a result-driven marketer and never work on dog projects
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